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ABSTRACT

We identify some integrity constraints that are not supported by
current relational database management systems. These
constraints span more than one table and can enhance the current
RDBMS by providing some sort of encapsulation. We propose a
complete set of operations together with a suggestion for an
extension of the DDL of SQL so that such constraints can be
decla.ratively included in the schema definition of database systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, relational data models and thesupporting database management
systems (ROBMS) are the most widely used
systems. However, one of the main points
against ROBMS is that they do not provide
encapsulation for the represented entities in
the data model [1]. Encapsulation is a major
issue in the object oriented approaches [2]
that gmrrantees the isolation of different
object classes from changes occurred to
other object classes and treats object
classes as an abstract data type[3].
Currently, many attempts are made to
rnaniage the relational technology and the
object oriented technology [4,5].Extending
the RDBMS to support encapsulation will
reduce the gap between the two
technolof,ries.
Also, the normalization process- usually

applied to the relational data model - may
decompose a relation schema into smaller
schemata in order to eliminate some update
anomalies that may arise due to functional
dependence between the attributes[6]. This
decomposition breaks the encapsulation
even more since now each of the smaller
relations can be accessed and maintained
separately. So, to get some. kind of
encapsulation, the ROBMS must provide
automatic mechanisms that maintain
separate but related relations. The only
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declarative mechanism provided by the
current ROBMS to deal with related
relations is by referential constraints[?].
Other methods such as trigger proceedures
exist but are not declarative in nature and
require some programming [8].

In fact as we will demonstrate in the next
section, while the normalization process
eliminates some redundancies and update
anomalies, it may also breaks some of the
integrity constraints that may be required in
the system. Also, many of the natural
constraints require that the designer of a
database write some code for the ROBMSto
ensure the integrity of the system with
respect to these constraints which usually
span more than one table. It will be much
better if we can enhance RDBMS to
automatically support such constraints in
the same declarative manner as they
support referential and other integrity
constraints.

In this paper, we identify a kind of
constraints that span more than one table
and are not considered by current ROBMS.
We call these constraints total relationship
integrity constraint (TRIC). These are
conditions set by the designer on a many
many relationship between two entities in
the E-R diagram representing the data
model of the system. We then suggest
complete set of operations that are needed
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Total relationshipFigure 1

are not supported by the existing relational
model. To demonstrate some of these
constraints, we consider a simple example of
the relationship between a STUDENTentity
and a COURSEentity. The E-R diagram in
Figure 1 illustrate this relationship as
many-many relationship. In other words, a
student may be enrolled in more than one
course, and a course may have more than
one student. The double line between the
STUDENT entity and the diamond
representing the ENROLL relationship
indicates that we have the rule that" every
student must be enrolled in some course". It
is important to note that this is not a total
functional mapping, instead it is a total
relation.

Now transforming this simple E-R diagram
into relational schema will result in three
tables. A STUDENTtable, a COURSEtable,
and an ENROLLtable corresponding to the
many-many relationship. The question that
we address in this paper is how to reflect 
declaratively in the relational schema - the
rule that every student must participate in
the ENROLL relationship? Notice that
normalization principles forces us to map
the ENROLLrelationship to a separate table.
Otherwise, the tables will not be even in the
2NF. Also this kind of constraints can't be
implemented by any of the referential,
entity, or the general CHECKrules that are
supported by some current RDBMS. To
maintain such constraints, insertions
andf or deletions from two different tables
may be necessary.

Since these kind of constraints actually
dictates that all the instances in the domain
(or range) of the relationship must
participate by at least one tuple, we will call
these constraints total relationship

.constraints (TRIC). In the next section, we
briefly review some terminology and
notations that we will use in the rest of the
paper.

to automatically maintain the database with
respect to this kind of constraints. These
operations include insertions andf or
deletions from more than one table. The
idea is that to make the system treats these
operations as atomic operations exactly as it
treats the operations for referential integrity
enforcement. The user now does not write
any code to enforce these constraints but
only declare them in the database schema.
In order to declare such constraints to be
recognized by a RDBMS, we suggest an
extension of the SQL data definition
language. In particular, the CREATETABLE
statement is augmented by some clause
called "TOTAL"clause in order to register
such a constraint into the schema.

The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: The next section presents a
motivating example and identify the kind of
integrity constraints that we need to be
supported by the RDBMS.The section that
follows, the formal treatment of the
identified constraint is given. Also, the
mathematical notations and terminology
that we use in the formal treatment are
briefly summarized. In the last section, we
suggest the formal specification of the
operations and the SQL-like syntax for
RDBMS to support the total integrity
constraints. Finally, at the end ofthe paper
the conclusion is given.

A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
The relational model supports various

ldnds of integrity constraints such as entit.y
integrity (candidate and primary keys),
referential constraints (foreign keys), and
domain constraints (domain values rules).
See for example Reference 7 for an extensive
treatment of such constraints. Of these
constraints, Only the foreign key constraints
involve more than one relation. In other·
words, the entity integrity constraints
assume that each tuple in the relation
represents a complete instance of an object.
This is not always tnle when we consider
normalized .relations as discussed in the
introduction.

Also, there are some constraints that may
exist on relationships between entities and
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NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
Since we are going to specify some

operations to be supported by the RDBMS,
we use one of the languages that are
designed for formal specifications of
software systems. The language we chose is
the Z language since its mathematical
foundations and concise notations make it
veryclose to the relational algebra. However,
for our purpose, we will try to use the
minimum notations. In particular, we use
the notations for relations and functions
and the related operators. Also, we will
ignore some syntactical issues that are not
in concem here. We refer the reader to
Reference 9 for an introduction to the Z
language and the notations that will be used
here.

Z language is a strongly typed language,
and in Z, relations and functions are
complex types that built up from the power
set and product constructors. Relations and
functions usually are supported in the basic
Z library. So, in order to defme a relation
type R between two types X and Y,we write
R: X ~ Y. Functions are special case of
relations in which an element in the domain
is allowed to relate with only a single
element in the range. A function type F from
Xto Yis written as F: X ~ Y.

A sUIjective function is denoted by -~
whilean injective function is denoted by ~.
If the function is partial, i.e. it is defined on
a subset of the domain, then the notation is
decorated with a small bar. For example, a
partial surjective function is denoted by
1-»- , and a bijective function is denoted by
~.

Some operators that are defined on
relations and function include dom(R)to get
the domain of R, ran(R) to get the range of R.
Also, domain restriction (X ~x<1 R) and
range restrictions (R I> y ~ Y ) to get the
corresponding tuples in R that have
specified domain and range elements
respectively.

S: PNI
s?: NI

s?~S
S'= Su s?

Figure 2. Insert operation schema

An operation "OP" schema in Z has two
parts: A declaration part and a predicate
part. An example operation is shown in
Figure 2 which corresponding to insert an
integer into a set S. Avariable decorated by
"", is the value after the operation. An
input/output variable is decorated by ?/!
respectively. In the predicate part, all
predicates in different lines are assumed to
be conjunctive.

TOTAL RELATIONSHIP INTEGRITY
CONSTRAINTS

A total relationship integrity constraint
(TRIC)is a constraint that can be specified
on the relationship between entity sets. For
simplicity, we will deal only with binary
relationships.

As illustrated in the motivating example
given earlier the TRIC requires that the
domain of ENROLLrelationship must be
equal to the set of STUDENTS,and this
relationship is represented in the relational
model by a separate table different from the
two tables representing the participating two
entity sets. In other words, we could not
encapsulate this relationship with any of the
participating entities.

Formally, a total relation 'R' between two
sets 'X' and 'Y'is written as:

R: X~Y I Vx EX. 3y EY. (x,y)ER

To maintain the validity of this constraint,
we have to make sure that dom(R)=Xis true
all the time. The system should compensate for
actions such as updating X and updating R.

Now, in order for the RDBMS enforces
automatically this constraint, we have to
include two things:
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1 The specification of operational
procedures that the DBMS should
perform for every action that may affect
the integrity of the DB w.r.t. the TRIC.

2. The declaration ofthis constraint in the
schema.

In the following two subsection we
address these two problems in details.

Specification of the Operational
JPro<..-edure

Given a total relationship constraint R:
X++7 Y as defined above. The DB integrity
w.r.t. this TRIC may be affected in the
following cases: Insertion into X, deletion
from X , deletion from Y and deletion from R.

It is worth noting that the case of
insertion into Y does not affect the DB
integrity, and the case of insertion into R is
t.otally covered with the referential integrity
constraint capabilities of the DBMS.

In the following, we give the formal
specification t.ogether wit.ha brief discussion
for each of the above operations t.hat should
be performed in order to guarantee the
integrity of the DB with respect to the TRIC.
Also, we assume tables X and Ybe of types
X and Y respectively.

l-Insertion into X :
Inserting a hew member "x' into X should

be accompanied by inserting at least one
new member into R. In other words, the
transaction for insertion into X should also
contain the appropriate set yr;:;.Yof values to
indicate the relationship R with the new
inserted "X'. So, formally this operation can
be written as a Z schema as shown in Figure
3.

insert into X
R: X++7Y

x?:X
y?:Y

y?r;:;.Y
x?~ X

X' = X u{x?}
R' = R u({x?}xy?)
Y'=Y

FigUrf! 3 Schema for insert into X

ALY

2-DeletionfromX:
This operation should be accompanied

with a cascade deletion of every tuple inR

that represent a relationship with the
candidate of deletion. The schema for this
operation is shown in Figure 4.

delete omX
R: X++7Y

x?:X
X?E X
X' = X - {x?}
R' = R - ({x?}<I R)
Y'=Y

Figure 4 Schema for delete from X

3-Deletionfrom Y:
Deletion from Ymay affect the TRICif the

deleted element will leave some element
XEX without any R relationship. If this is
the case, then either all such x's should be
deleted also, or a substitution is made to
keep the validity of the TRIC. In general,
Assuming that entity X and entity Y are
independent, then deletion from one of them
should not imply the deletion from the other
one and the operation should not be done.
The Z specification is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Schema for delete from Y

4-Deletionfrom R:
As in the previous case, the deletion of

tuples from R should not leave some
element XEX without any R relationship
with some y EY. Figure 6 contains the
specification schema for this operation.
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delete om R

R:X~Y
r?:R
r?E R
R' = R - {r?}
Y'=Y
X'=X
domR

Figure 6 Schema for delete from R

Declaration of TRIC
To declare a TRICfor a DBMS,we suggest

extending the syntax of the SQL data
definition statements. By adding a new
TOTAL clause to the CREATE TABLE
statement for the table corresponding to the
relationship with TRIC. The general syntax
ofthis new clause is
[TOTALconstrainCname ON domain_ table_

name TO range_table_name
INSERT[RESTRICTI DEFAULT= value I

select_statement]]
There are some conditions on the CREATE
TABLEstatement which include a TRIC:

• The domain_tab le_name and
range_table __name must be
referenced as FORIEGN in the
same CREATE TABLEstatement
that contains this clause,

• The domain_table_name foreign
key must have ON DELETE
CASCADE.

• The value must have the same
stru.cture as the key for
range_table_.name.

• The selecCstatement must retum
a single value with the same
structure as the key for
range_table_.name.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we identify the total

relationship integrity constraint. We propose
an extension to the current RDBMS to
support this kind of constraints
declaratively. We give specification of all the
operations required to maintain this
constraint and suggest extension to SQLto
declare such constraints.
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